PRETTY LEGS - DESIGN STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION
The Pretty legs factory site is bounded by;
Great Central Street
Highcross Street
All Saints Open
Northgate

The site has been developed on an ad hoc basis with buildings backing on to the
footpath on three sides. Most of these are low rise single storey pitched roofed storage
buildings surrounding the principal three storey factory. Two thirds of the site contains a
basement (see drawing (02)00).
Pretty Legs no longer uses the site, which was recently sold for redevelopment. Boden
Associates has been asked to help in its development for mixed use.
SITE ANALYSIS
At feasibility stage we addressed site-wide issues before the specific brief. We
conducted a detailed photographic study to assess the scale, context, materials and
uses of surrounding buildings up to the castle, across the river and back down to the
Jewry Wall. The study served as a backdrop against which we could begin to test our
design ideas.
Next came a site plan analysis at 1:5000 to establish geographic links between
prominent buildings and features within 1.5km. We established and mapped out sight
lines between important landmarks such as the canal, the Fosse Way, churches and
cathedral. It was an exercise that proved fundamental to our concept design: it set up a
geometry within which we could generate a response to both brief and site.
Due to its pivotal location off Northgate – it is a gateway to the city from the M1 and the
A50 - this site is one of the most important in the regeneration plan.
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As a landmark on Leicester’s outer boundary, it will act as beacon site up to which the
city will be extended through planned regeneration.

By taking this long look at the site and its context, we have been able to masterplan the
development with an outside-in approach.
SCHEME EVOLUTION
Developments in the area span several millennia, from the Roman baths at Jewry Wall to
the Fosse Way, navigable canals and the railways. Leicester, of course, witnessed the
Industrial Revolution that brought to it the large-scale textile production that has a direct
link to present day via this site.
In our concept design we made abstract rather than literal references to these historic
events in the building form, mass and construction.
Through simple massing of the building form we have looked to reinforce the sight lines
mentioned earlier (and shown on the 1:5000 site strategy plan). We split the site,
driving through a communal space called The Street off which hang all the other
functions of the building.
To strengthen the idea of a building rooted in its place we created an environment in
which people can live, work and play – the three functions of the building. The Street
manifests itself as three atria at key points along its length, connecting these functions.
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The idea for the residential block was to design a simple terraced rectangle that
reinforced the length and importance of Highcross Street, which connects the site to
the city. This form was envisaged as floating over the A3 at ground floor and separated
from the offices by The Street. We addressed the relative enormity of the Highcross
Street elevation, compared with surrounding buildings, by setting up a strong rhythm of
vertical windows carved deep into the rendered walls to break up the mass of the long
plane. Importantly, we cantilevered a section of the building up to the back of the
footpath to give the elevation a focal and reference point. Above the line of the fourth
floor we stepped the building back and changed the window patterns to large curtain
walling sections to reflect the sky and allow light to penetrate deep into the apartments.
At these higher levels we paid careful attention to a factory aesthetic which part
embraces the window forms of the earlier Pretty Legs building. Large curtain walling
sections dominate here and balconies have been provided to each apartment to
punctuate these building planes.

Pretty Legs factory from Gt. Central St.

Large windows at level 5 & 6 to both elevations

We have respected the prominence and importance of the canal and made passive
references to it, boats and boat technology in the way in which the building is clad.
Vertical cedar boarding to the offices wraps the organic building and this in turn
overhangs the glass walls of the offices at ground floor forming a hierarchy of structure.
As a design statement we have given the offices a separate hierarchical function by
making the upper floors of the office appear to float over the glass at ground level.

All Saints Open Rear elevations

TOWNSCAPE STRATEGY & public realm
We set out to design a transparent building at ground floor with active frontages on all
three sides. At street level the movement of people and cars is reflected in the glass but
at night, when the lights of the A3 and the offices are switched on, the building will
taken on a different life. Through creative external lighting we want to express the office
building structure as it is exposed in front of the inverted windows that project into the
plan. The building will be active 16-hours or more a day bringing life to this industrial
area. It will be seen as an outpost in the intervening years of redevelopment, drawing
people from across the city and also keeping people after work in the immediate area.
The corners of the office have been sculpted into massive curving overhangs fore and
aft along Great Central Street which express the offices as a separate organic entity.

While the rest of the building is planar, the offices have free-flowing, cedar-clad walls.
The overhangs indicate points of activity and mark entrances to the offices. This ‘nose
cone’ is pivotal in marking the building’s location and is a tour de force of engineering. It
is a pivotal point of the building and makes a very powerful statement.

Entrance foyer to Atrium and HKM Offices

At this important place we have created a small public plaza where all three elements of
the building collide: the entrance to The Street; the residential main entrance core and
the entrance to the offices and restaurants. People mingle, meet and socialise here.
The corners to the building along Highcross Street have long extruded prow-like
balconies which soften and blur the edges of the building and encourage activity. This
device registers the building’s presence but also respects the sensitivity of its historic
environment.
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The biggest contribution this building makes to its environment is The Street. It is where
the lifeblood of the building – the people who use it - eat, shelter, rest and work. Three
atria hang above The Street and penetrate the office spaces, connecting them to the
activities below. The Street reinforces a powerful axis parallel to High Cross Street
which leads to the city and will encourage movement across the site and interaction
across the functions of the building.

MIXED USE
From the outset we maintained that neither a single office relocation scheme nor a
stand alone A3 or residential scheme would work alone - none would be sustainable in
this location at the moment. In a regenerated urban environment, yes, but, in the interim,
we designed the building as a collection of three separate but co-dependent functions.
The work-live-rest cycle is good for each of the components of the buildings and is
good for the area now and in the future. It is a brave proposition in an emerging market
and we rose to the challenge with a sustainable development plan and architecture to
reflect the pioneering stance this building takes.
HKM is an important employer in Leicester. It employs 30 people and the new offices
have been designed over three floors to accommodate up to and extra 50 – 70 staff,
allowing for growth.
Half the ground floor is set aside for A3 use and the floor plate has been designed to
enable occupation by either one, two or four units as defined by the position of the
doors off Highcross Street and the rising floor plates. The A3 spaces break out on to
The Street, ensuring that it is a lively concern. It is a large space in which people can
relax and enjoy space and light. It is a place where office workers and residents can take
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
It was important to contract the building back from the boundary along All Saints Open
to form a view to the church from the railway arches. The building sets up this view by
first cantilevering over the pavement at first floor up to the sight line of the church tower,
which is within the boundary of this site. The height of the cantilever rises from 2.9m at
Highcross Street to 3.7m at Great Central Street. This large, curving, cedar-boarded
wall hovering in space at the corner of Great Central Street will set up the main view for
the church. Above and below this cantilever, meanwhile, the building sets back
respectfully. In the middle of the elevation there is a 5m wide by 2.5m deep break in the
overhang which allows the rear curtain walling to rise through the building to light the
atrium.

All Saints Open - Cantilevered Offices

BUILDING HEIGHT
The building has a hierarchy of form and function whereby each level responds to and
respects its neighbouring buildings. At ground floor the walls are all curtain walling
reflecting movement on the street whilst allowing transparency at night. The first to third
floors top out at the same scale as the adjacent café and the Richard Roberts building.
The next important height line is at the sixth floor along All Saints Open which is set
back to respect the height of the tower parapet of All Saints Church. At seventh floor
the building shares the same height as the large Classic Ware building on Great
Central Street. Above the seventh floor the penthouses are discreet – indeed, hard to
spot at street level – thanks to being set back and glazed in alternate panels.
The site is an important landmark and the building needs to punctuate the city sky line.
The building rises out of the ground in the correct steps marking the relevant heights of
adjacent building lines. Only the top floor and mezzanine claim the right to any greater
height which, for a building and site of this importance, we feel is appropriate, indeed
restrained.
ARCHAEOLOGY
The building has an existing basement across two thirds of the site, which means we
can aim to be digging out no lower than 1.3m to achieve head heights under beams.
However, depending on the final construction of the ground floor slab, this level of
excavation could possibly be reduced.
Please refer to the separate studies attached.
TRAFFIC

Vehicles will access the 45-space basement car park off Highcross Street. We have
formed a visibility splay and level threshold for waiting cars prior to the ramp starting.
The incline is set a 1:6 and the ramp curves down into the basement. The ramp is 2.7m
wide and will have an open grille roller shutter at the top of the ramp which will be
activated by key fob or induction loop on egress. We will be adopting a traffic light
system to assist with the free flow of cars in and out of the basement. CCTV and
intercom points will be used to monitor visitors to the offices so they can be let in on
demand.
We have provided possible drop off zones for deliveries, refuse collection and so on.
The zones allow for half the width of a dust cart to be parked off All Saints Open.
Elsewhere the cantilever can accommodate vehicles up to a 16.2 tonne rigid lorry and 2
tonne long wheel base delivery vans.
Residents ordering taxis could be collected or dropped off from the possible plaza pullin point. The pavement has been amended to show how clear pavement distances
could be maintained.
Please refer to the separate Highways report prepared.

